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CHAPTER 7  

Reputation Management in the U-ATM 

As mentioned in previous chapters, user willingness to participate increases 
significantly only when they are confident their privacy matters are well protected. In 
this chapter, the problems of the existing reputation mechanism will be discussed. 
Reputation data are used for weighing whether users are trustworthy. Users may be trust 
estimated using various reputation data sources such as the group/individual reputation, 
direct/indirect reputation, or interaction/observed reputation.  

The definition of “Reputation” in Merriam-Webster Dictionary is the overall 
quality or character as seen or judged by people in general”. The reputation presentation 
varies from the user’s perspective, but it should include some information accessible to 
others – to gain trust, information about oneself must be offered. Navigating the tradeoff 
between privacy protection and exposure of personal data for reputation estimation not 
easy.. 

7.1 Case Scenario 

Imagine you are a mobile user within the ambient e-service environment, 
surrounded by many peers. Users may carry out interactions with nearby peers. Whether 
implementing simple interactions or transactions that involve the exchange of money, 
users make judgments about the behavior of their peers. Such judgments may be used as 
the basis for reputation estimation, recorded and summarized in the ambient e-service 
system. Obviously, information about a user’s current reputation plays an important role 
in the establishment of trusting relationships with other users. 

For example, a user Alice is interested in services offered by a seller Bob and 
would like to proceed with a transaction. Suppose Alice has never had any contact with 
the seller. If she deals with the seller rashly, she runs the risk of being cheated. How can 
Alice judge whether to deal with the seller Bob? 

One way to measure an unfamiliar user is by referencing the target user’s social 
group connectivity. If the seller belongs to a well known group, and that group is 
famous for quality services, the seller’s reputation will rise accordingly. Appraisal of 
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unknown users through their social group connectivity and extending the impression of 
the group to each of its members is called “group reputation”.  

Another way to estimate the trustworthiness of an unfamiliar user is from the 
decision maker’s social connectivity. Through recommendations from nearby friends 
who have direct interaction experiences with the unfamiliar user, the decision maker can 
gather information on an unknown user. After each transaction, both buyer and seller 
will evaluate each other with a reputation score. The evaluation score of the seller 
represents user perceptions of the quality of the provided goods and services. The 
evaluation score of the buyer represents how as seller feels about the buyer’s behavior 
during the transaction. The summarized reputation score of a user, the user’s global 
reputation, represents user general behaviors or characteristics experienced by others 
from previous transactions. The global reputation provides important information for 
others to estimate the risk of interaction when trading with the user. For privacy 
protection, the global reputation is shown as a summarized score and does not divulge 
detailed transaction records. 

Privacy issues become complex challenges under the natural limitations of the 
ambient e-service environment. The accessibility of reputation data may depend on the 
user’s access authority, but all reputation data are logically available while under a 
centralized internet environment. Users may acquire identities through a trusted 
organization in current electronic commerce, where trusted thirdparties exist to facilitate 
internet transactions. Trusted third parties help users deal with the complexity of 
identity management problems such as the key pair management, authorization, and 
authentication.  

However, the ambient e-service environment is not a centralized architecture. 
Identities are short-lived and localized. There are no centralized organizations nor any 
long-term identities to act as trusted third-parties to arrange the key distribution and 
other identity management issues. Since there is not any available centralized server or 
third-parties for users to acquire reputation data, users have to handle the issues 
themselves instead. Therefore, both reputation and identity solutions in current 
electronic commerce cannot be applied to ambient e-services due to the natural 
limitations of the environment. 

Some current reputation design strategies may not be applicable to the ASEM 
platform, unless the reputation mechanism is redesigned. Existing methods may be 
modified or combined with other design solutions that cope with the unsolved 
challenges in ambient e-service environment. The challenges are: 
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 Becoming aware of the deeper variance between current EC and the ambient 
e-service environment---so as to ensure that new design can truly break through 
these challenges. In the traditional e-commerce environment, users need 
verification to confirm their identity to trading parties on the internet so as to 
guarantee that their behaviors are valid when interacting with each other. In order 
to achieve the goal, a Certificate Authority (CA) is needed in the e-commerce 
environment. Certification authority is an entity that issues digital certificates for 
use by other parties. It is an example of a trusted third party. CA's are characteristic 
of many public key infrastructure (PKI) schemes. A CA will issue a public key 
certificate which states that the CA attests that the public key contained in the 
certificate belongs to the person, organization, server, or other entity noted in the 
certificate. A CA's obligation in such schemes is to verify an applicant's credentials, 
so that users (relying parties) can trust the information in the CA's certificates. The 
usual idea is that if the user trusts the CA and can verify the CA's signature, then 
they can also verify that a certain public key does indeed belong to whomever is 
identified in the certificate. That is to say, all management issues for the certificate, 
such as the generation, storage, register, and distribution, are handled by the CA. 
 Since the distributed environmental composition is dynamic and complicated 
in an ambient e-service environment, there is no trusted third party to deal with the 
certificate management issues. The problem of whether an identity is trustworthy 
or how to manage nearby user’s identities must be solved by users themselves. 
Certificates and transaction information are stored in the memory device, the 
identity is issued and controlled autonomously, and all these operations must rely 
purely on the capabilities of a single mobile device for each user. From the macro 
view perspective, the challenges are totally different from those of the existing 
e-commerce client/server structure. Finding solutions to the unique problems of the 
ambient e-service environment is the fundamental difference between the ASEM 
platform design and extant e-commerce solutions. 

 Keeping a detailed personal transaction log from disclosure via a linkable 
reputation mechanism: The main challenge is the ideological change of the 
design perspective: Is revealing a user's detailed interaction records the only way to 
achieve reputation estimation? In present e-commerce reputation systems, such as 
Yahoo! Auction, reputation data and their owner’s identities are entirely linkable 
and are revealed in detail, including where the reputation data comes from and all 
the detailed trading history logs of the reputation owner. Making these materials 
accessible to the public is invasive of the privacy of participants within the 
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e-commerce system, since the public can learn shopping habits, preferences, even 
the movements of individuals, and other personal details from such open records. 
How to present one’s reputation information for an inquiry? How much detail 
is necessary for disclosure? While revelation of detailed transaction history may 
be necessary for reputation estimation, it also represents a violation of privacy. 
What should be presented is an overall quality or character score, as seen or judged 
by people in general. A design that reveals a user’s detailed transaction history 
information is inappropriate and not truly necessary. 
 In the current reputation system, a portion of the revealed information is 
usually good enough for users to comprehend one’s reputation in general. For 
example, Yahoo! Auctions ratings let buyers and sellers rate their satisfaction with 
each other. Only the winning bidder and the corresponding seller of an auction can 
rate one another. Each user (buyer or seller) represents a unique vote. Each time a 
buyer or a seller is rated, that rating reflects the opinion of the most recent 
transaction that took place. Only the most recent rating will be factored into the 
total score. The reputation displayed in Yahoo! Auction (Figure 7-1), shows that 
summarized reputation from their previous interactions already provides the 
necessary information for users to make decisions. However, a detailed transaction 
history is also available and open to public access. Although the detailed 
information provided to users enhances their decision quality, users cannot stop the 
sharing of interaction histories with each other. Based on the potential privacy 
threat, we argue that the revelation of reputation information should be only in 
summarized form (number or percentage of positive feedback) and the 
corresponding transactions should not be publicly accessible. 
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Figure 7-1. Reputation representation appeared in current reputation system. 

 How to make the reputation mechanism untraceable? Considering the defects 
in current reputation systems that cause unfair reputation estimation, it is necessary 
to strengthen the protection of private interaction history. A reputation mechanism 
that protects user’s identity and private matters from invasion while reconstructing 
reputation information in a summarized format is practical for users performing 
reputation estimations. In such a reputation mechanism, how are reputations 
created and accumulated, and how should they take into account and preserve the 
actual opinions of users. The solution lies in delinking reputation records from 
their provider, which ensures that user identities are not revealed to others when 
they record their reputation data. Also, separation of user reputation data and user 
transaction records enables concealment of private transaction records from others.
 But this mechanism must take into account the characteristics of the ambient 
e-service environment, where there is neither a centralized database nor any trusted 
third-party to support reputation operations. Users can only rely on peers within the 
same environment to help with reputation management and estimation. 

7.2 Issues 

For Ambient e-service, the aforementioned reputation system challenges fall into 
two broad problems that must to be solved. 

1. Revising the design for information disclosure of general reputation systems. 

 The degree and representation of reputation information regarding privacy 
protection. 
---How to establish the reputation within a safe e- commerce environment? 

 Who can access reputation data?  
--- striking a balance between privacy protection and the benefits of revealing 
member reputation data. 

2. Working within the limitations of the ambient e-service environment. 

 How the reputation system works without centralized trusted 
third-parties. 

 Identity management and data storage issues. 
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 The tradeoff between computational performance and essential 
security mechanisms. 

7.3 The U-ATM Design 

The major challenges for reputation management originate from the environmental 
differences with ambient e-service. There are two issues for managing reputations in 
ambient e-service. First, the environmental difference makes previous solutions 
inapplicable in the current ambient e-service environment. Since the design concepts are 
quite different, a new solution is necessary. Previous solution designs may need revision 
to cope with the current situation. The second is consideration of general reputation 
issues. Where does reputation data come from? How does the reputation mechanism 
work? Clear requirements and definitions for reputation management are essential for 
designing and reshaping a solution to work within the limitations of the ambient 
e-service environment. Once the requirements for the reputation mechanism are clear, 
possible solution designs for the ambient e-service environment will become easier to 
grasp.  

7.3.1 General reputation issues 

In our study, reputation data are an important factor in user willingness to interact 
with a stranger in the environment. At the same time, privacy protection should be the 
first priority for every interaction. Fulfilling the privacy protection requirement is much 
more important than any benefits to reputation management deriving from increased 
participant satisfaction. Based on the premise that privacy drives willingness to 
participate, the concept of reputation will be defined. 

A. Reputation establishment: We define the reputation in our study as a 
transaction-based reputation. After each transaction, both the buyer and seller have 
the right to evaluate each other and update their transaction-based reputation. All 
identities within the ambient e-service environment will inherit their 
transaction-based reputation from their owner. The transaction-based reputation 
data is called the “Global Reputation”. 

 We use the term “transaction-based reputation” for expressing the reputation 
data gathered from a post-transaction evaluation. Only when the transaction is 
completed will reputation evaluation be carried out. Users may change their 
minds since it is possible for them to find better offers before payment. In a 
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dynamic environment, because the composition of nearby users changes 
rapidly, it is likely that such situations will happen. For that reason, we 
construct global reputation data using a post-transaction evaluating process. 

 In order to prevent forged reputation data, the evaluation process could 
consider the blind digital signature mechanism. The digital signature promises 
the data authentication, since only the signer can generate an evaluation token 
for reputation update. The blind signature ensures that evaluation content is 
not revealed to its owner and prevents maliciousness. The benefits of using a 
digital signature also include data integrity and non-repudiation. The only 
possible leak of forged reputation data is that users may manipulate multiple 
virtual identities for fake transactions. However, the problem can be solved by 
a reputation mechanism design in which a unique user can only update recent 
ratings once. If a member has had several transactions with the user and 
leaves more than one positive rating, they will still only count once. 

 An enhanced solution for preventing forged reputation data from multiple 
self-generating identities is utilizing the non-cheap pseudonym. Such forged 
reputation data exist in most current electronic commerce systems because 
identity management is based on a free pseudonym generation policy. Without 
any established cost for users to register new identities, malicious users may 
generate large numbers of new identities and discard their ill-reputed 
identities as needed. As mentioned in the previous unlinkability section, a 
multiple-layered interaction pseudonym design is used for identity 
management in our study. A non-cheap pseudonym layer is added above the 
interaction pseudonym layer, which contains the reputation of all short-lived 
identities. Even user identifies may change rapidly and are untraceable, any 
correspondent evaluation results will accompany their non-cheap pseudonym. 
Users cannot evade responsibility or punishments with ease. Certainly, users 
may decide to abandon their non-cheap pseudonym in order to erase a bad 
reputation. However, they have to absorb the switching cost for registration of 
a new non-cheap pseudonym and begin accumulating a reputation again. 

 Reputation establishment is combined with a privacy protection design that 
prevents users from being aware of who is evaluating them. Based on this 
concept, our design separates reputation data from its correspondent 
transaction. The reputation data is not linkable to any transaction history or 
detailed transaction contents. Accordingly, the reputation data only represents 
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an overall concept judged by others. The reputation’s evaluation token is blind 
signed by the trading parties, which means that the issuer can only verify 
whether the token is valid and is not able to be aware of the content. If the 
issuer of the token is not capable of realizing the detailed message content in 
the token, users can give their real opinions without worry that their 
evaluation will be revealed and that they may incur retaliation. This design 
will facilitate a just and fair reputation system.  

B. Reputation representation and disclosure target. In order to prevent privacy 
intrusion in the current reputation system, what should be avoided is a reputation 
design that directly links user reputation data with a correspondent detailed 
transaction history. In other words, users should have the right to determine 
whether to reveal their transactions record for public access, especially in a highly 
dynamic environment. Reputation should be data totally unlinkable to 
correspondent transaction records. 

 For both trading parties: Detailed transaction records are necessary for each 
transaction, and all information such as message content, the time that the 
transaction is completed, the trading target’s identity, and detailed payment 
information, are known by both trading parties. Specific transaction records of 
who was involved in the transaction cannot be hidden, but the things that can 
be known are only the related transaction records. 

 For all irrelevant users. All irrelevant users are prohibited from accessing 
detailed transaction records. Information on a user’s reputation given to 
irrelevant users is shown in a summary. Those irrelevant users may only have 
the right to learn a specific user’s general reputation judged by others while 
all the detailed transaction records remain concealed. 

 The design of reputation representation: In this study, we take the 
reputation data as partial-public information which expresses user aggregated 
opinions from previous transaction behaviors, and shown in a summarized 
style. In the following scenario, Bob has just completed 10 transactions with 
different nearby users. After each transaction was completed, Bob delivered 
an evaluation token to the service provider and received an evaluation from 
the service provider as well. Bob will not know the evaluation result from the 
token since Bob can only recognize whether the token is valid and permits the 
operation for reputation update. Although Bob has delivered 10 evaluation 
tokens, this does not guarantee that Bob will receive 10 results and update his 
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reputation 10 times. The evaluation is an optional process, meaning that the 
delivered token represents Bob granting authorization to the trading partner 
for evaluating the offered service. For example, Bob received 8 evaluation 
results within a certain period of time, 6 positive evaluations and 2 negative 
evaluations. Bob will have a global reputation of 0.5, which means the chance 
that Bob’s trustworthiness is about 50% (0.5= (6-2)/8). When someone wants 
to access Bob’s reputation, the system shows only the percentage and number 
of both positive evaluations and negative evaluations. 

C. Privacy protection: Although reputation data originate from transactions, the 
isolation design that separates reputation data from the correspondent transaction 
ensures that private user data will not be accessible to global reputation queries. 
This isolation design considers both the privacy protection and the natural 
limitations of the mobile devices. Since continuous extendable transaction records 
are not affordable for mobile devices, a fixed field length for summarized 
reputation representation is suitable for both privacy protection and mobile device 
limitations. 

7.3.2 Environment issues for ambient e-service 

The notion of ambient e-service is to identify a new scope of mobile e-service 
which focuses on the dynamic interactions in the dynamic ad-hoc environment. Under a 
distributed P2P architecture, there is no centralized authority to handle identity 
management issues. Trusted identity management service depends on the users 
themselves and the capabilities of their mobile devices. 

A. Short-lived identities. As discussed before, in the ambient e-service environment, 
identities are localized and short-lived. Since identities may change rapidly and are 
unlinkable, what should be emphasized is the moment of value. 

B. Moment of value. The key to ambient e-services is the moment of value, which 
means users can obtain desired information or services when and where they need 
them. Information on user location plays an important factor in the provision of 
personal, timely and relevant services by the ambient e-service. Due to 
environmental limitations, computation and storage loads are a function of mobile 
devices capability. However, the data storage issue becomes particularly flexible 
since those identities do not last forever. Peer devices do not need to store 
long-term historical data as that data often becomes meaningless over time, and 
irrelevant to the user’s current situation. 
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C. Tradeoff. Only limited computational capacity and finite storage space is available 
for mobile devices. Manipulation of the data storage within the environmental 
limitations is a major design challenge. The benefit of our reputation design that it 
separates the reputation data from the transaction records, and reputation is stored 
as a summary instead of as detailed information. As we highlight the moment of 
value, the data storage issue may be considered a time line. It is only necessary to 
check whether the evaluation token is valid and execute the reputation update 
process. There is no need to store old records, since those records have already 
been transformed into a summarized reputation data. Thus the system saves storage 
space while accomplishing its goals of reputation management and privacy 
protection.  

7.3.3 U-ATM Reputation Management Design 

In this subsection, the creation, accumulation, and updating of reputation data is 
described. 

A. Reputation Creation: Buyer and seller will exchange a reputation evaluation 
token after each transaction, and the reputation data originates from the evaluation 
tokens. We use the blind reputation evaluation token to authorize others to evaluate 
services received, based on a blind signature chosen for unlinkability. As discussed 
in the previous section, we use the blind signature technique to create unlinkable 
reputation evaluations. The general process of reputation evaluation is broken out 
below in Table 7-1. 

Table 7-1. Steps of the reputation evaluation process 

Step. 1 With the blind factor and user’s key pair, an evaluation token is generated 
using a blind signature algorithm. 

Step. 2 The user delivers the blind evaluation token to other users who have 
completed a transaction with him and authorizes an evaluation process. Only 
the user’s global reputation may be updated, and no links back to the user’s 
identity is possible. 

Step. 3 Those who had received the evaluation token will determine whether to 
evaluate the user or not. If a user refuses to process the evaluation, the 
process is terminated and current reputation remains the same. 

Step. 4 The trading partner will evaluate the general satisfaction and return the token 
with the evaluation message, anonymously.  

Step. 5 When the user (issuer) receives the token, the user can only verify whether 
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the token is valid. 
Step. 6 If the token is valid, then the reputation update process will execute 

automatically and renew the global reputation of the token issuer.  

The algorithm for the generation and exchange of the reputation evaluation token is 
shown in Table 7-2.  

Table 7-2. Generating and exchanging a reputation evaluation token 

Algorithm: Generating and exchanging a reputation evaluation token 
Input: 
Blind factor 
Key Paris: Public key & Private key 
Output: 
Blind reputation evaluation token 
1. Users (Seller/Buyer) obtain their own authorized information of blind factor and key 

pairs data. 
2. The seller generates a blind reputation evaluation token using the Blind Signature 

Algorithm 
3. The seller delivers the service pack with a blind reputation evaluation token to the 

Buyer 
4. The buyer confirms delivery and prepares a blind reputation evaluation token using 

the Blind Signature Algorithm 
5. Both Seller and Buyer obtain a blind reputation evaluation token 

 

B. Reputation accumulation and updating. When a user receives the evaluation 
results from the evaluation token, all the identities (Interaction Pseudonyms) 
belong to the same user, originating from the same Active Pseudonym, and will 
update the reputation data autonomously. The global reputation will be updated 
automatically after a mobile device receives the evaluation result. The original 
evaluation message may be retrieved using the unblind function. The evaluation 
message will update the global reputation data in a summarized style. Once the 
global reputation data is updated, a renew process will triggered to update the 
reputation for all current live Interaction Pseudonyms. When others are interacting 
with the user, the disclosure of his/her latest reputation data may influence the 
judgment substantially. The update process will not only replace the reputation data 
for all existing identities but also for the original Active Pseudonym. Therefore, 
both the current live identities and all future established Interaction Pseudonyms 
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will inherit the latest global reputation data autonomously. The global reputation 
update algorithm is shown in Table 7-3, which describes how the reputation data is 
updated when it receives a blind reputation evaluation message. 

Table 7-3. The reputation update algorithm. 

Algorithm:  Updating reputation data when receiving a Blind Reputation 
Evaluation Message 
Input: 
current received token number=N 
current reputation score=R 
current Summarized Reputation Score(SRS)= R/N 
Received Blind Reputation Evaluation Message(M) 
Output: Updated Summarized Reputation Score(SRS) 
Begin 
1. User receives a Blind Evaluation Message(M) 
2. Execute Blind Signature Algorithm’s Unblind Function U(M) 
3. if the token is issued by the user then 
4.     if the token was not double redeemed by comparing with the local database. 
5.        Add new Reputation Data and Generate a Summarized Reputation Score  

       (equal weighted) 
6.             if received new token’s score=C 
7.                SRS= (R+C)/N+1 
8.             endif 
9.     endif 
10. endif 
Return Renew the Summarized Reputation Score (SRS*) to all Active IP’s Global 
Reputation. 

When a blind signed evaluation result is received by the mobile device, an 
examination process will start automatically. If the received message cannot pass the 
authentication process, the message is ignored and discarded immediately. Otherwise, a 
reversed process copes with the designated blind factor and will unblind the evaluation 
message and update the global reputation data. An average calculation method is used 
for the global reputation update. Take the following case for example, assume: 

(1) Andrew has already received N evaluation results. 

(2) The total score for Andrew from all his global reputation evaluations is R 
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Generally, an average value of Andrew’s current reputation can be calculated as the 
total reputation score divided by the total number of evaluations. Therefore, we obtain 
Andrew’s current global reputation (GR) as GR=R/N. Normally, the GR is also known 
as the Summarized Reputation Score (SRS) in different situations. 

For the reputation update process, if another evaluation for Andrew is received, the 
evaluation result is C. After the token has been verified, the evaluation result C must be 
considered and integrated into the current global reputation. Calculated from the 
average reputation value consideration again, the total reputation score now becomes 
R+C, and the total number of evaluations is increased by one. Therefore, the updated 
global reputation now will be GR*=(R+C)/(N+1). The “GR*” denotes the updated 
Summarized Reputation Score (i.e. SRS*) in many cases. 

7.4 Alternatives 

7.4.1 The Public Key Infrastructure. 

PKI arrangements enable users to be authenticated to each other, and to use the 
information in identity certificates (each other's public keys) to encrypt and decrypt 
messages traveling between them. In general, a PKI consists of client software, server 
software such as a certificate authority, hardware, and operational procedures. PKI can 
be used as the underlying technology to support authentication, integrity, confidentiality, 
and non-repudiation. Generally, CA's are characteristic of many public key 
infrastructure (PKI) schemes. A user may digitally sign messages using his private key, 
and another user can check that signature using the public key contained in that user's 
certificate issued by a certificate authority within the PKI. This enables two (or more) 
communicating parties to establish confidentiality, message integrity, and user 
authentication without having to exchange any confidential information in advance.  

The PKI is recommended when (1) information non-repudiation is essential, (2) 
the linkages are many-to-many composition and (3) the communicating targets are 
highly varied. Theoretically, PKI could be a solution for basic communicational 
demands. However, PKI requires that certificate management software to be installed 
and configured in advance, and there is significant overhead in managing keys and 
certificates. Moreover, ambient e-service demands vital changes since the characteristics 
of the environment are totally different from traditional client/server systems. Most 
enterprise-scale PKI systems rely on certificate chains to establish a party's identity, as a 
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certificate may have been issued by a certificate authority computer whose ‘legitimacy’ 
is established for such purposes by a certificate issued by a higher-level certificate 
authority, and so on. This produces a certificate hierarchy composed of, at a minimum, 
several computers, often more than one organization, and often involving assorted 
interoperating software packages from several sources. PKI families well known today 
include PGP and SPKI. PGP is used for email encryption, where the identity is the 
user’s name and email address. SPKI is used for authorization and access control, where 
the identity is a meaningful name within the domain of application, such as an account 
name on a server, a credit card number, or merchant ID. Both PGP and SPKI use the 
public key as a unique ID, and the overhead of key management is significant. Since all 
operation loadings must rely on the mobile device itself in ambient e-service 
environment, PKI is not satisfactory because the ambient e-service environment has no 
centralized architecture and no third parties to play the role of neutral authenticator and 
deal with keys and certificates. But some of the operating approaches, such as  
certificate management and digital signatures may be applicable to the ambient 
environment after redesign to hand over the tasks to peer devices.  

7.4.2 Computational Efficiency on Reputation design：

Counter-Based vs. Token Based 

Enzmann & Schneider (2004) reported that for a privacy-enhanced system 
(Enzmann & Schneider, 2004), there are two design paradigms for loyalty point 
management. One is a token-based design that is based on Chaum (1989), the other is 
an electronic loyalty system driven by a counter-based design. The major difference is 
the enhancement of operating efficiency. In a token-based design, customers have to 
retain all the token points issued by a vendor, while there is only one token needing 
retention in the counter-based design, to which all accumulated points will be attached. 
The counter-based design will improve the computational efficiency and reduce the 
demand for data storage. In spite of the improvements, the counter-based design 
contains certain risks. In both design paradigms, the serial number of a token is used to 
keep the loyalty points private to prevent vendors from recognizing the linkage between 
the token and the corresponding identity. In the counter-based design, all loyalty points 
will correspond to the same serial number of the unique token. If the serial number of 
the token is detected by the vendor, unlinkablitiy ceases to exist. The computational 
efficiency is comparatively low because each token has a unique serial number.  

However, the counter-based design might be riskier than a token-based design. 
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There are three roles involved in Chaum’s original design: vendor, bank and customer. 
Our design diminishes the design scope to consider only the interactions between 
vendor and customer, while the tasks of the original bank are transferred to the vendor. 
Applying Chaum’s protocol may ensure the unlinkability when the token is issued and 
redeemed. 

The reputation evaluations are not similar to the loyalty point system that requires 
user to accumulate points from the same issuer. Instead, a user’s global reputation is 
collected from different users. Generally, only the most recent evaluation results will be 
used. In the ambient e-service environment, most of the reputation tokens are issued by 
different vendors and the need of reduced data storage capacity is not great. However, 
interaction experience records may be valuable information sources for a user’s 
advanced decision-making. Spending on reasonable storage space for better decision 
quality may be acceptable. Since users may need to collect and accumulate reputation 
data from large numbers of issuers, the benefits for adopting the counter-based design 
and the advantages from the storage capacity reduction are significant.  

Furthermore, how much data or how long the user should keep the reputation data 
is up to the user. Users can obtain the advantages of economizing on storage space 
consumption while still retaining as many information sources as possible for further 
estimation. 

7.4.3 General Message Encryption: to be or not to be? 

Empowered by digital signature, communications can enjoy guaranteed 
information authentication, integrity, confidentiality, and non-repudiation. As mentioned 
previously, the digital signature is used for the payment and evaluation process. 
Whether all messages should be encrypted should also be considered. 

First, if designers consider encrypting all communication messages, then the public 
key for all communication targets is indispensable. Since there are no third parties to 
handle the key management issues in the ambient e-service environment, the 
management and storage load must be borne by the mobile devices of each user. To 
ward off unnecessary system loadings, only transacting parties have to exchange public 
keys for secure communication, such as payment or reputation evaluation. In general, 
the encryption process excludes those ordinary communications. 

Second, the speed and efficiency of encryption and decryption should be 
considered if encryptions of all communications are necessary. A comparison between 
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asymmetric and symmetric encryption methods is given in Table 7-4. From the usability 
perspective, the efficiency of encryption and decryption of the symmetric method is less 
than the asymmetric method. The system efficiency will be burdened with the 
encryption process if all communications are encrypted. Furthermore, inferior system 
efficiency will impact user willingness to participate. The tradeoff between system 
efficiency and security concerns should be an optional choice for each user. If the 
encryption is removed, some simple mechanism should be adopted to operate in 
coordination between two users. 

Table 7-4. Comparison of symmetric and asymmetric systems 

Item\Cryptosystem Symmetric Asymmetric 
Key Relation Enc. Key= Dec. Key Enc. Key≠Dec. Key 

Enc. Key Secret Public, {Private} 
Dec. Key Secret Private, {Public} 

Algorithm Secret  Public Public 
Typical example DES RSA 
Key Distribution Required(X) Not Required(O) 

Number of Keys 
Many(X), keep many 
partner’s secret key 

Low(O), keep his private Key 
only 

Secure authentication Hard(X) Easy(O) 
Enc./Dec. Speed Fast(O) Slow(X) 

 

Third, in our system, normal query and respond messages are separate from 
payment or evaluation processes. Since a multiple-layered pseudonym design is already 
used for unlinkability enhancement that creates various interaction pseudonyms to 
protect user’s identity, user identity is already safe. General communication messages 
usually do not include valuable personal information, the only remaining possible 
problem is information altered by intruders when users are communicating with each 
other. But our interaction model has already considered this possibility and has added a 
confirmation mechanism to prevent possible falsified messages before the Transaction 
Management Module proceeds. Both trading parties have recorded transaction 
information for confirmation. Once the received data is inconsistent with the original 
agreement, the message is abandoned and triggers another communication process. 

Finally, let’s evaluate the possibility of invasion under the ambient e-service 
environment. Since the ambient e-service is highly related to the location of the user, 
that is to say, communication and information transmission is an ad-hoc situation and 
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occurs within a limited range. Short-ranged communication can be performed in so 
rapidly that the possibility for system invasion is remote. Even if an invasion occurs, the 
preset confirmation mechanism will eliminate altered messages and keep 
communications under control. 

In sum, considering the trade off between efficiency and security concerns, we 
suggest NOT encrypting general communications. Asymmetric encryption technology is 
used for transactions messaging.  

7.4.4 Contribution and Significance 

Research designs that revise the reputation evaluation mechanism tailored to ambient 
e-service environment have three advantages as follows: 

 Preventing users from spying on one another through the current reputation 
system. We resolve the problem of current reputation systems that permit others to 
access detailed transaction information through the reputation mechanism. The 
working definition of reputation is the “transaction-based” experience or 
evaluation. Little attention has been given to privacy issues in open access public 
reputation data. Service providers do not devote themselves to protection of private 
user information, but instead let the reputation be directly linked to the detailed 
transaction records. In our study, we propose an infrastructure that ensures user 
privacy protection via separation of the reputation data from the detailed 
transaction information. The contribution of our study is that the revealed 
information for transactions and irrelevant users are different in format, which 
eliminates the possibility for privacy violations by unrelated users. Design 
concepts include: (A) Revising the disclosure target for reputation data: only the 
trading parties can access detailed transaction information or records. (B) 
Modifying the revealed information for reputation data: for potential trading 
partners or unrelated users, the revealed information in the reputation system is 
only accessible as a summary and score. 

 Establish untraceable reputation estimation. Since the ambient e-service does 
not belong to a continuous identity system, only “real time information” is 
highlighted for each short-lived identity. Previously used identities will not appear 
again. Even if someone is trying to capture and collect the surrounding data 
transmissions, the fragmental data are insignificance due to the identity 
management design and the localized transmission characteristics. Further, a blind 
signature is used to encrypt the reputation evaluation results which ensure the 
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content of the evaluation message is cannot be recognized by the issuer. The 
trading party may only verify whether the evaluation token is valid and accept the 
evaluation result. Users do not know which reputation result is received from a 
specific trading partner. This design prevents retaliation for negative evaluations, 
and also prevents users from colluding with each other to give inflated evaluations, 
resulting in a fairer evaluation mechanism. The natural limitations of the 
environment are the major challenge for various technologies for secret evaluation. 
The second contribution of our study is to establish a mechanism for an 
untraceable reputation evaluation estimation. 

 Establish a reputation system tailored to the lightweight computation 
requirement. Under the ambient e-service environment, the reputation system 
must rely on the mobile device to handle all the computations, information 
processing, and data storage. Since the identities exist for a limited period of time, 
data storage need not be like the traditional architecture that must allow the 
continuous increase in data recording, and retain the records for long term 
maintenance. The advantage of this approach is that it is suitable for the limited 
computational capability of mobile devices. Due to the lack of a Certificate 
Authority or a trusted third party in the distributed ambient e-service environment, 
key management issues must be handled by the peer device itself. Most Certificate 
Authority is based on a centralized architecture, although the idea of distributed 
Certificate Authority agent system has been proposed for solving reputation 
computation in a distributed environment. However, the members of the ambient 
e-service comprise a dynamic environment within a particular time and location. 
The distributed Certificate Authority agent system cannot cope with the limitations 
of a location aware ad-hoc environment. The proposed method is better suited for 
distributed fixed internet architecture rather than the ad-hoc mobile e-service 
environment. Considering that the interactions involve only the two trading parties, 
transfer of the computational loadings to mobile devices is feasible. A 
substitutional reputation system design tailored to the ambient e-service 
environment has not been studied so far. Transfer of the computational loadings 
from the centralized architecture to distributed mobile devices in order to satisfy 
the limitations of ambient e-service environment is another contribution of our 
study. 
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7.5 Justification 

The goal of U-ATM reputation management design is the focus on alternative 
designs tailored to the ambient e-service environment. The provision of least-to-know 
information is available in the U-ATM reputation design. Only necessary information is 
revealed to others when interacting using the U-ATM design. Moreover, the U-ATM 
privacy design and the U-ATM reputation management design together provide a 
superior, untraceable level of identities within the e-service environment. Private 
transaction history or confidential personal information of the mobile users cannot be 
recognized or traced back to the real identity. 

However, the overall outcome of the U-ATM reputation management design 
should not be separated. Instead, the evaluation of U-ATM reputation management 
design should be integrated to the evaluation of U-ATM trust management, since the 
designs make a significant contribution to research into collaborative trust in an ad-hoc 
distributed environment. We will evaluate the overall U-ATM performance and decision 
quality in different circumstances as well as various environmental parameters and user 
behavior scenarios in Chapter 8. 
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